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Essential Question(s)
Why are college and career readiness skills important?

Summary
College and career readiness is a predictor of a student’s success in postsecondary endeavors. Critical
thinking and analysis are two powerful skills that support college and career readiness. In this session,
participants will be placed in the role of their students and be asked to explore and apply some instructional
strategies that support critical thinking and analysis using sample questions and passages from the four
subsections of the ACT exam. Participants will also make connections regarding how these strategies align
with components of authentic teaching practices. Participants will then plan on how to implement one or
more instructional strategies in their classroom instruction.

Learning Goals

Develop an understanding of authentic strategies that support the skills needed for success in college
or career setting.

Discuss and commit to an authentic strategy in your own subject area that supports college and
career readiness skills.
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Attachments

ACT Standards for College and Career Readiness—Instructional Strategies to Support CCR Skills
(5).docx

ACT Standards for College and Career Readiness—Instructional Strategies to Support CCR Skills (5).pdf

Authentic Learning and Teaching Chart—Instructional Strategies to Support CCR Skills.pdf

K20 Resources—Instructional Strategies to Support CCR Skills.docx

K20 Resources—Instructional Strategies to Support CCR Skills.pdf

Session Slides—Instructional Strategies to Support CCR Skills.pptx

Strategy Cards—Instructional Strategies to Support CCR Skills.pdf

Using Instructional Strategies—Instructional Strategies to Support CCR Skills.docx

Using Instructional Strategies—Instructional Strategies to Support CCR Skills.pdf

Materials

Session Slides (attached)

K20 Resources handout (attached, 1 per participant)

Authentic Learning and Teaching Chart (attached, 1 per participant)

Using Instructional Strategies handout (attached, 1 per participant)

Strategy Cards (attached and linked)

Examples and Non-Examples

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning (CER)

WIS-WIM

Try It, Talk It, Color It, Check It

Cubes Squared

ACT Standards for College and Career Readiness handout (attached, 1 per participant)

ACT practice questions for each subject (optional, linked in narrative below)

Poster paper 

Markers

Red, yellow, and green plastic cups or cards (optional, 1 set per group)
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5 minutes

Engage

Facilitator's Note: Session Preparation

Before participants enter the room, place the poster paper and markers on each table for the Chalk
Talk Activity.

Display slide 2 from the attached Session Slides as participants enter the room. Ask participants to sit in
groups according to their discipline. Inform participants they do not need to do anything with the poster on
their table until instructed.

To begin the session, display slide 3. Introduce the session and the presenters. 

Move to slides 4–5 to share the session's essential question and learning objectives.

Display slide 6 and introduce the Chalk Talk instructional strategy to participants. Inform participants that
they will be using the poster and markers to answer a question. They can respond in any way with writing or
drawing, but they should each answer the question independently. Emphasize to participants that they will
answer the question on the slide without speaking to one another. Read the question, “In your
area/discipline, what skills do your students need to prepare them for college and career readiness exams,
such as the ACT/SAT?”

Provide participants with time to answer the question using slide 7 that includes a timer. Encourage them
to think about how they might respond to other participants' answers as they wait for everyone to complete
their poster.

After an appropriate length of time, display slide 8 and bring the group back together to answer the follow-
up questions. “What did you notice about what your group wrote?” and “What are you wondering now?” 
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15 minutes

Explore
Display slide 9 and pass out the following instructional strategy cards to each of the different departments. 

English: Examples and Non-Examples

Social Studies: Claim, Evidence, Reasoning (CER)

Science: WIS-WIM

Math: Try It, Talk It, Color It, Check It

Extracurricular: Cubes Squared

Have each group read through the strategy and discuss the skills a student would gain from using this
strategy. 

Facilitator's Note: ACT Practice Questions Preparation

Choose three to five questions from each subsection of an ACT practice. The website CrackAB.com has
sample practice questions that you could use. Create a handout for each subsection and pass that out
to participants. The following are links to the practice questions for each subsection:

English: https://www.crackab.com/act/english/

Social Studies (Reading): https://www.crackab.com/act/reading/

Science: https://www.crackab.com/act/science/

Math: https://www.crackab.com/act/math/

For extracurricular, create a combination of two questions from each of the above subjects for a total
of eight questions.

After an appropriate amount of time, display slide 10 and inform participants that they will be working in
groups to applying the skill taught from their instructional strategy to an ACT practice passage. Pass out the
ACT practice questions that you created or share the links that correspond to each section of the ACT:

English

Social Studies

Science

Math

Extracurricular (two questions from each section)

Provide time for each group to explain how the skills discussed in their instructional strategy helps to
complete the sample ACT questions. Once each group has finished answering the questions, check the
answers as a small group. Display slide 11 to show an example using the science instructional strategy and
the skill that it strengthens. Give participants about 10 minutes to complete this activity.

Display slide 12 and have groups use I Notice, I Wonder to discuss the use of strategy when applying it to
the sample ACT questions. 

When participants have finished their I Notice, I Wonder discussion or time has run out, pass out the
attached Resources handout, which lists other instructional strategies that can be used in each discipline.
Explain to participants that this is provided so that they have multiple strategies to use in their classrooms.
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5 minutes

Explain
Display slide 13 and ask participants to reflect on the strategy that they used and to think critically about
the ACT passage/sample questions. Pass out the attached Authentic Learning and Teaching Chart and
instruct participants to independently read and circle the skills fostered during that activity within their
group. Give participants time to complete the activity. 

After you see that participants have completed the activity, “click” the slide to transition in the question. Ask
participants, “How does making test prep authentic enhance a student’s college and career readiness
skills?” Discuss this question as a group.
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15 minutes

Extend
Display slide 14 and instruct participants to consider the instructional strategy they just used. Ask them to
think about how they would incorporate that instructional strategy into that lesson so that they
authentically support critical thinking and analysis. Encourage participants to work at their table with
teachers who work in the same department. As they begin their discussion, pass out the attached Using
Instructional Strategies handout. Ask participants to record what they discussed in the first row of the
handout.

Display slide 15 and introduce participants to a modified version of the 3 Stray, 1 Stay instructional strategy.
Inform participants that some of them will stay at their table while the others move to different tables
throughout the room. Number participants 1–5 (one number for each table you have in the room). Place all
the 1’s at a table, all the 2’s together, and so forth. Once at their table, inform them that they are going to
share the strategy on their Using Instructional Strategies handout with members of the other
departments. When another member of their group is sharing, they should write down the strategy and
information on the next rows of their handout.

After 10 minutes, have a couple of volunteers share out how they plan to integrate the strategy into their
lesson.
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5 minutes

Evaluate
Display slide 16 and introduce the Point of Most Significance (POMS) instructional strategy to the group. Ask
participants to think about everything they discussed in this session. Ask them, “What was the point of most
significance?” Discuss as a whole group. 
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Research Rationale
Instructional strategies are techniques that teachers use to help students become independent, strategic
learners. When used effectively, instructional strategies can increase a student’s critical thinking,
engagement in their learning, and shape their identity through changing their mindset and becoming an
active-learning student (Silver et al., 2019; Rittle-Johnson et al., 2021; Monahan et al., 2018). 

High school teachers who incorporate cognitive learning strategies will find a positive improvement in their
students’ learning, especially “retaining, accessing, and using their knowledge in various contexts, from
formal academic environments to real-world situations” (Swiderski, 2011). Instructional strategies also
facilitate student-centered learning where students are able to actively take ownership in the learning
process. A student-centered environment enables students to reflect on their learning and evaluate their
own and other's solutions or ideas, which helps students learn and builds confidence (Rittle-Johnson et al.,
2021).

According to some scholars, teachers play the critical role in successful implementation of authentic
classroom practices (Boaler, 2016; Darling-Hammond, 2000; Denis & O'Hair, 2010; Sanders & Rivers, 1996).
Ultimately, when teachers implement instructional strategies, they can create a positive student-centered
classroom.
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